Outsourcing Hospitality

Outsourcing
Hospitality
Perfect cleanliness is the essence
of hospitality
Cleanliness and order reflect the dedication and
attention given to guests. Great attention to
detail and to the smallest specifics bear witness
to the passion that goes into creating an
atmosphere of well-being in a healthy and
harmonious environment.

the

Professionals
Chamber valets

Perfectly clean windows, polished floors, pristine
carpets, anti-dust treatments and sanitised
surfaces are the ideal business card that will

Hotel porters
Night porters

make your guests feel welcome at all times.

Dishwashers
Parking attendants
Caretakers
Warehouse workers
General porters

An Impeccable Service
Enhances the Quality
of the Environment
and Highlights its Personality.

Services
Maid Service:
Velox’s maids and attendants can do the job efficiently and with complete
respect for the privacy of your customers. Our expert staff take care of
guests and their belongings courteously, promptly, and with utmost
discretion.

Service in communal areas:
The staff in the lobby, car park and other public areas welcome guests with
courtesy and a smile, and are always on hand to offer help when required.

General Services:
The staff behind the scenes of a hotel are particularly important, because
the unseen services that they perform are precisely those that ensure the
maximum satisfaction for guests. This is why Velox also provides skilled
workers for cargo handling and washing dishes.

Supplementary Services.
Linen supply.
To complete their service offering, Velox uses a trusted company to provide hotels with suitably washed and disinfected
linen in order to expertly meet every requirement of the Hotelier.

Internal handling.
Velox also provides personnel to deal with the internal movement of goods by means of electric pallet trucks and forklift
trucks; specialised Velox workers can quickly and efficiently carry out cargo handling, maintenance, loading and unloading and any other tasks necessary for customer support.

Velox, the Professional Solution
at the Service of Your Hotel
Choosing Velox will give you:
Flexible, efficient and modular organisation and handling of staff,
according to your needs
Cost savings: Velox’s rates are lower than the operating costs for
internal recruitment
Only certain costs: you no longer have to worry about personnel management
costs related to unforeseen events such as sickness, accidents and maternity leave
Its core business as a point of reference: the solution offered by Velox
allows you to focus on the strategic operations of your business
A qualified partner that will add value to your business
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How does it work?
1 After the usual

accurate room cleaning
Ozosì specialised operator
enters the room
with the equipment

5

When time is up,
the room is sanitized
through the elimination
of bacteria, moulds, mites,
smells and spores.

acari

virus

2 He opens all closed

6 The operator enters the room,

compartments and
drawers

switches the machinery off and closes all
compartments.
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Before leaving he puts
the Ozosì plate on the
bed, certifying that the
treatment was executed.

He sets the timer according
to the room cubage
and starts the machinery.
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Dear Guest,
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and replaces it with the
welcome card, inviting to
enter the sanitized room
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8 He leaves the room,
removes the keep out card
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and applies outside
the keep out card.
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Batteri - Insetti
Virus - Cattivi odori
Acari - Muffe
Abbattimento

99,98%

Ozosì, the sanitization that
hotel owners and costumers enjoy.
Ozosì is the innovative Ozosì sanitization system which uses the oxidising power
of ozone to purify, sanitize, disinfect and deodorise environments naturally,
ecologically, efﬁciently and safely.
Already used in situations where hygiene is vital; as in operating rooms, in the
preservation of foodstuffs, in the puriﬁcation of water, thanks to Ozosì now the
sanitization by ozone can be performed also in the rooms of your hotel.

The power of natura.
Each costumer is the first.
Immediately after the use of Ozosì the environment is completely sanitized,
all areas and surfaces are disinfected and sanitized,
and it is always like being the ﬁrst costumer in the room. In fact, the
particles are naturally decomposed and replaced by pure oxygen.

A new business
opportunity for you.
Sanitization through Ozosì
is a an extra service which caters for the growing
hygienic needs of costumers, increases room
comfort and enhances the image
return of your structure.
Each costumer
will be happy to purchase
this exclusive service.

Ozone is a natural gas – it is released
for example during storms – whose strong
oxidizing power allows a throughout
disinfection and sterilization of air, water
and all kind of surfaces. In a very short
time it can degrade any kind of
polluting agent , eliminate smoke
and other smells, destroy mites,
viruses, insects, bacteria, spores
and moulds in a totally
natural way, with no need
of cleansing agents
and without releasing
pollutants or other
substances harmful to
health (as prescribed by
regulations about
Environment Certiﬁcation
Iso 14000). As bactericide
it is more reactive than
chlorine, its elimination
rate of viruses and
bacteria goes
beyond 99,98%.

Recognized
efficacy.
ideal for
hotel rooms.
Ozosì is ideal for
hotel roomsbecause
in a short time, an average
40 minutes for each
room, it completely penetrates into all kind of textiles
(carpet, curtains, mattresses, pillows, towels), it enters the
air conditiong, ventilation and exhaust systems where exclusive
service. it destroys any kind
of microrganisms, with no need of further manpower
or of any speciﬁc sanitizing or deodorizing products.

Food and Drugs
Administration,
the strict U.S. authority
regulating
food and pharmacological
products, has
declared ozone a safe agent.
Ozone can be safely used in
hotel rooms because it is not
ﬂammable or explosive.
Any customer will be happy
to purchase this exclusive service.

Provide your customers with the best,
		
ask for Ozosì treatment.

Ozosì is an extra guarantee of hygiene and safety for families, a well deserved comfort for business
travellers, an option which makes your holiday even more pleasant.
Choose Ozosì cleaning treatment.

+39.045.8905165

THE NEW OPPORTUNITY FOR
YO U R B U S I N E S S

EACH COSTUMER IS THE FIRST

The innovative sanitization method by ozone for your HOTEL ROOMS.

